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Throughout North America, Europe, Central and South America, the gamut of business 
operations displacement in 2020 loomed large.

Across any organization, all teams experienced disruption, and the Covid-19 work from home 
era quickly slapped procurement, finance and marketing teams in the face, bluntly exposing 
issues that were lingering across teams long before Covid-19.

While marketing spend is largely time-based, where agencies quickly moved operations to fully 
remote and there was little disruption to the supply of hours, plans had to change abruptly, as 
priorities shifted as well as revenue and sell forecasts. 

Access To Organized Verified Data

More frequent than not, departments within an organization do not have 
the adequate means to share information or knowledge with each 
other. Siloed teams often end up working in isolation, even before Covid-
19, leading to a plethora of internal and external problems for buyers, 
executives, controllers and suppliers.

A Global Category Manager shared his point of view on the matter with 
us. He warns that businesses that lack access to a centralized verified 
data source will have teams in different departments working on similar 
assignments and projects which will ultimately lead to inefficiencies and 
loss of productivity. "The best-case scenario for this duplication of data 
analysis is that teams came up with the same result. However, in many 
cases, these individuals or teams show different numbers causing 
disagreements about who had analyzed the 'correct' data, and which can 
be fully trusted,” he says. If things need to be shifted quickly, it’s 
frequently done on the assumption and acceptance that numbers are 
going to be off and contract compliance may be somewhat faulty.

The struggles with data accuracy were non lesser on the supply partners 
and agencies’ end. 

Transparency issues have been prevalent in the industry largely before 
2020, while prompt digitalization and rapid switch to remote work have 
on occasions deepened the disconnect between various systems and 
teams.

“ Businesses 
that lack 
access to a 
centralized 
verified data 
source will 
have teams in 
different 
departments 
working on 
similar 
assignments 
and projects 
which will 
ultimately 
lead to 
inefficiencies 
and loss of 
productivity.”

How Fast Can Business Change?
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Cash conservation has been another imperative in recent times. Many 
businesses reported tumbling demand for their product during 2020, a lasting 
decrease in revenue and liquidity – therefore, media purchase orders needed 
to be scaled back or cancelled outright. Many companies opted for extended 
payment terms for their suppliers to increase liquidity, sometimes drastically.

“When the next crisis comes along businesses will want to respond just as 
agilely, and not have to reinvent the wheel.” Lessons were learned. 

Key among those lessons: complacency can be dangerous and long lingering 
issues can suddenly become prevalent.

The events of 2020 have demonstrated the importance of proper risk 
management; accurate data will help teams respond to disruption and solve 
old legacy problems. 

Too many procurement organizations lack agile ways of working, adequate 
visibility into tiered  supply  chains and the appropriate systems with which to 
rapidly execute complex decisions.

Agility is about moving in the direction and speed that is appropriate for the 
present circumstances, with appropriate risk management, appropriate 
governance and tighter, leaner processes. Business will want to operate and 
spend at their own discretion, with best cash management, adequate liquidity, 
and accurate metrics.

Accurate timely metrics will impact measurements about overall ROI, as well 
as working capital and the company’s ability to reinvest.

It’s about being assertive and reactive. Circumstance can be adverse, so it’s 
important to  invest  in capabilities that let  you manage and respond quickly.

The strain on procurement organizations is obvious. The function’s traditional 
processes and systems were not designed for abrupt dislocations as 
experienced early in 2020, where different categories must be simultaneously 
cancelled or expedited – and perhaps contrary to what planning systems or 
sales and operations planning processes indicate.

Agile ways 
of working 
mean 
adequate 
visibility into 
tiered  
supply  
chains  and  
the 
appropriate 
systems 
with which 
to rapidly 
execute 
complex 
decisions.

Remote or siloed teams should combat risk by sharing tools and best practices.

To keep various teams engaged with the data across the wider company, a digital data sharing 
tool could help fill such a gap.

We consulted an Operations Digital Experience Project Manager, who shared her advice as well. 
She underlined the importance of data sharing, as opposed to the data hoarding that goes on in 
siloed environments.

Cash 
Management

Agility At All 
Times
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Scale compounds the problem. The ad spend category is often the largest element of SG&A 
indirect expenses, which can range up to $6.8B to $210M annually ( *Top 200 advertisers in 
the USA).

$210M to $6.8M* 
in annual ad spend

require a fitted solution for 

Agile Oversight

There’s a mass of vendor suppliers, and a mass of demand side platforms, yet spend is 
channeled through a handful of media agencies that retain most of the information. 

There’s a mass of data, that is split and bundled and shared with disconnected stakeholders,  
making for opaque decision-making, limited  insights  into spend, and difficulties in 
reconciliation and verification. Worse, that data often lags behind the reality on the ground by 
weeks or months, making it difficult to exercise real-time control over spend.

The lesson from the Covid-19 pandemic is that procurement organizations and finance 
functions must maintain control over spend when crises hit.

Scalable Solutions
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THE NEW APPROACH TO SPEND 
MANAGEMENT:  DG2 IPS

The Launch Of IPS
DG2 IPS was launched in 2018, with a solution to 
review all Agency reimbursement invoices, such as Out 
of pocket invoices and a solution to obtain all-inclusive 
automated verification of compliance and accuracy of 
100% of charges before approval for payment.

The solution evolved to process all media invoices.  Our 
platform has capabilities to independently track credits 
and open balances both for production and media.

With processing media, the addition to IPS enables our 
clients to not only verify the accuracy of all invoices 
before payment, but also have real time knowledge of 
the media activity.

IPS enables our 
clients to not only 
verify the 
accuracy of all 
invoices before 
payment, but also 
have real time 
knowledge of the 
media activity.

This becomes a key input to measure things like incremental sales volume attribution, 
marketing modeling and rolling forecasts to update plans.

With a cloud-based platform, a dedicated team of analysts and data engineers and a 
customizable integration solution the DG2 IPS is designed to drive user adoption by 
combining automated processes with expert account management, along with powerful 
browser- based reporting for procurement, media buying and finance functions. The platform 
was built with suppliers, as well finance and procurement teams, in mind.

IPS works with the expense back up documents that are readily available on the suppliers’ 
end, but are largely ignored and unused, based on the massive task this would entail on 
Account Payment teams, buyers and controllers. IPS manages to convert the information into 
a centralized data base and actionable insights within few hours. Even better, there’s a gain 
in control and cash managements, along with significant workload reduction on the domestic 
teams and the agency teams. The expenditures information is processed with help of AI and 
stewarded by subject matter experts, with a 2-level verification throughout. The combination 
of automation and dedicated teams allows for a quick resolution of any disputes and real-time 
management of cash, balances and adjustments to plans.
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IPs changes the usual way of doing business by bringing old legacy problems 
to an end, using technology in an effortless way. 

Onboarding, fit and painless adoption are ley indicators to DG2. DG2’s platform is 
developed by an agile team of SME and engineers. “We constantly monitor how the 
agencies respond and adapt to IPS, what they report back in terms of workload and 
effort as well as satisfaction with our analysts service. Health of the supply chain is as 
much a priority to us as to our clients. We make sure all pieces are working well 
together. “IPS fact check all invoices, enables optimized cash management while 
releasing domestic resources as well as agency resources to focus on their core task. 

Average Efficiencies 
From FTEs Released
(Domestic + Agencies)

And by solving legacy problems of timely reconciliation of expenses and return of 
unused monies, new problems can be solved as a result. Cash conservation has 
been a concern to all business around the globe in 2020. With sales and marketing 
being the second largest driver of expenditures, the importance of continuous 
monitoring and management of marketing working capital can’t be stressed 
enough.

Scope and granularity can be adapted to your organization and needs.

When IPS covers media, IPS has also the capability to track Make goods, reach and 
media weight.

“Media and production expenses cannot be managed effectively without data on how 
suppliers are spending money on what and when, how much is withhold as a balance 
and is available in real time, not three months after the money was spent” a retail client 
says.

“Better still, adjustments are no longer a shot in the dark – in fact, thanks to data-driven 
insights, businesses are able to take smarter actions more quickly.”

$1.3M to
$4.5M

Average Savings 
from Verifying OOP Invoices

Average 3%-
7% of Total

$0.8M to $3M
Monthly Savings

on FTEs
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Please share your questions and thoughts!

THANK YOU!

Contact us:

www.linkedin.com/company/dg2ww

@dg2ww

Follow us on:

1-310-809-0899

cfiorenza@dg2ww.com


